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his article will focus on some of the changing
notions about retirement, important conversations for couples to have as they anticipate and
plan for the second half of their life, and some tips
for effective communication. To facilitate productive
conversations, it’s helpful if each person thinks about
what’s important and then talks with their spouse or
partner about their individual and shared goals and
plans. Whether or not a person is in a couple, many of
the conversations are important to have with whomever is significant in his or her life, such as a sibling,
friend, adult child or grandchild or parent.

Changing Notions About Retirement

The notion of retirement is changing in the twentyfirst century. People are living longer, often twenty
or more years past the traditional retirement age of
sixty-two or sixty-five. In addition, most industries no
longer have a mandatory retirement age. This change
gives more choice to people, although sometimes too

much choice can feel overwhelming (Schwartz, 2016).
The traditional concept of retirement may become
obsolete, but it is the term people currently know
— although other “r” terms, such as revolutionizing,
reinventing, rewiring and recalibrating are sometimes
offered as modern substitutes. Whatever term is used,
retirement no longer is a destination, but more of a
journey or transition. All transitions start with an
ending, transition to a period of unknown or “neutral zone,” and are completed with a new beginning
(Bridges, 2004).
Retirement does not mean retiring from life, but
it may mean living and perhaps working in a different
way. People now have the possibility of an extended
middle age, from fifty to seventy-five or beyond, during which they can live a full and vital life, sometimes
with chronic or terminal illness (Freedman, 2012).
The notion of “second adulthood” is proposed as the
time between the responsibilities of adulthood and
before old age (Bateson, 2011). Some people still want
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to retire at the traditional retirement age of the midsixties (or even earlier), and others want to continue
to work in their same position, or perhaps work in
a different way, such as reducing their hours on the
job or using their skills in another manner. Work can
be for pay or as a volunteer, with the goal of fitting
work into life rather than trying to squeeze time for
life into a work schedule. Still other people need to
continue to work so they don’t outlive their money.
There is no “right way.” It’s less important what you’re
retiring from and more important to think about what
you’re retiring to.
Work roles and active parenting usually provide
connection, engagement, purpose, and meaning, the
foundations of well-being (Seligman, 2012). When
these roles change with a retirement transition or
when children no longer are at home, resulting in an
“empty nest,” it becomes important to figure out what
else will meet these needs. Just adding activities to
keep busy doesn’t necessarily provide a sense of connection, engagement, purpose, and meaning.
While it may be difficult for an individual to
navigate the various retirement transition options, it
becomes even more complicated if that person is part
of a relationship. With the changing demographics
in society, couples may be long-time married, newly
married, in a second or third marriage, together but
not married, heterosexual or same sex, interfaith and/
or interracial, or any combination of these. In addition,
a couple may be with or without children or grandchildren. Within a couple, there may be different values,
priorities, interests, goals, and timetables, as well as
possibly different energy levels, health issues, and age.

percent of the couples either didn’t know or weren’t
sure about what their Social Security payout would be
in retirement (Fidelity Couples Survey, 2015).
The results of the survey also suggested some good
news. Couples who had taken time to develop a detailed retirement plan felt they were more on the same
page and better prepared than those who did not have
a plan. For example, from the survey, people who had a
retirement plan in place were more likely to expect to
live a “very comfortable” retirement, to be “completely
confident” in assuming full financial responsibility for
retirement if needed, and were more likely to be “completely confident” in their partner’s ability to assume
full responsibility. They were less likely to have “no
idea” about how much they needed in retirement, to
be concerned about unexpected health care costs and
with outliving their retirement savings, and were more
likely to know where legal documents were (Fidelity
Couples Survey, 2015).
This survey supports this author’s experience
with couples. Each member of the couple may say
they have discussed a certain topic, but as the topic
is explored, it often becomes clear that they haven’t
discussed it in any depth. In addition, if couples are
able to create an individual vision, and ultimately a
“shared vision,” they feel more prepared for their retirement transition.

Talking About Retirement Transition

•

A general procrastination

•

Putting things off until tomorrow; life is busy and
it’s hard to find time to talk

•

They haven’t thought about what is important to
them

•

They don’t want to open Pandora’s box

•

They want to avoid confrontation and difficult
conversations

•

They don’t want to think ahead to the unknowns
of getting older and ultimately dying or having a
loved one die

•

They may not know how to bring up difficult
issues

Although many people say they want to talk about
what’s next after retirement, they tend to avoid the
conversation. Even when people say they are communicating, it’s not unusual to discover that they’ve just
scratched the surface or there is a disconnect on some
important topics. Every other year since 2007, Fidelity Investments has been conducting Couple’s Surveys,
assessing communication issues around finances and
retirement. In the 2015 Fidelity Couple’s Survey, 72
percent of the couples said they were communicating
“exceptionally or very well,” yet the results suggested
otherwise. For example, more than four in ten (43
percent) failed to correctly identify how much money
their partner makes, with 10 percent of respondents
off by $25,000 or more. Nearly half (48 percent) had
no idea how much they will need to save to maintain
their current lifestyle in retirement, and 47 percent
disagreed on the amount they needed. In addition, 60
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Why Aren’t Couples Talking

Some couples have developed ways to talk together
and others avoid conversations. Why do people avoid
these important conversations? It’s often because of
easy-to-understand reasons. Reasons include:

The Role and Challenge for CSAs

Professionals in a variety of fields within the Certified
Senior Advisor (CSA®) community may work with
couples in addition to individual clients. Some professionals enjoy the challenge of working with couples,
but others express discomfort, and it can feel daunting
if it’s a new area and one is not used to working with
two people and their different communication styles.
Listening to both individuals in a couple, making eye
contact with each of them, as well as helping them
listen to each other, appreciate what they’re hearing,
and perhaps agree to disagree are important skills for
the professional to develop. When meeting with a
couple, it can be helpful to ask each of them if they’ve
discussed an issue. If they both say they have discussed
the issue, start there and help them explore the issue
in more depth. If they haven’t discussed a topic, or
one says they have and the other says they haven’t, ask
them what issue they’d like to begin with. Sometimes,
consciously or unconsciously, it’s easy to direct communication primarily to one person in the couple and
have the other person feel disrespected and invisible
(Kingsbury, 2013).
Professionals may be in the second half of life
themselves, or perhaps younger. Whatever their age
or situation, it is important they are aware of their
own beliefs and values about aging and retirement
in order to confront their biases. Although CSAs,
unlike many other professionals, learn about aging as
part of their training, no one is totally immune to the
impact of ageism in our society. Judgmental biases
about aging and retirement can be overt or subtle
and often unconsciously internalized (Applewhite,
2016).

Important Areas for Couples to Discuss

Every person has developed a unique communication
style which they bring to the relationship. Although
communication is the key to a strong, healthy relationship, many obstacles such as gender differences,
cultural or societal expectations, relationship issues,
personality differences, and family dynamics influence
a couple’s ability to talk with one another. It is not
unusual for couples to polarize around issues which
may result in win-versus-lose or right-versus-wrong
struggles. If people disagree, it is easy to react, instead
of listening and then responding.
It’s helpful for each member of the couple to think
about what kind of lifestyle they want and to create
their own individual vision. If each partner does this,
there is then the opportunity to talk together and
begin to create a shared vision which hopefully considers some of what each of them wants and needs,

within defined timeframes. For example, “This year
we will do my idea — go to California and visit with
our grandchildren, but next year we’ll follow through
on your idea and go to Italy.” It won’t necessarily balance out equally, idea for idea. A win:win solution is
“Sometimes it’s your way and sometimes it’s my way,”
with the whole being reasonably balanced. Good
communication can lead to some creative and exciting possibilities for this next stage of life (Taylor &
Mintzer, 2014).
The concept of “puzzle” is a helpful framework for
people since it’s both a noun and a verb. As a noun,
there are a plethora of puzzle pieces that vary for each
person and each couple:
•

finances

•

health

•

timing of retirement

•

expectations

•

time together and apart

•

relationship and obligations to family

•

social connections

•

sexuality

•

spiritually

•

end of life issues

•

legacy

The pieces impact each other. They don’t all fit
nicely together as they would in a jigsaw puzzle. Finances and health and wellness issues impact many
other options such as lifestyle. In addition, people
need to “puzzle it out” individually as well as with
whomever is important in their life — a spouse, partner, siblings, or friends, as well as adult children and
parents, if they’re still alive.

Money, Intimacy, and End of Life

It’s not unusual for couples to disagree about some
issues. Talking about money, sex, and death have been
taboo and highly charged topics in our culture, yet
all three areas are important conversations that can
actually help couples feel more connected and intimate with each other. Ironically, people often avoid
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these conversations, feeling that these discussions will
create more conflict. Money, for example, is just a resource and a tool for having lifestyle options, but it
often symbolically represents issues such as security,
self-worth, freedom, love, power, and control (Mellan,
2014). In addition, issues around money often trigger
feelings of guilt, shame, and confusion. We all have
perceptions about money from the past, and often
don’t realize how these messages influence our current
dealing with money. We also all have different tolerances for discomfort and risk when it comes to money,
and this can impact feelings and decisions we have
about no longer earning money, and how to spend
and/or save the money we have.
The need for intimacy and touch is a lifelong
need. We are sensual and sexual beings and intimacy
involves the interplay of body, mind, and spirit. Our
bodies change as we age and can be impacted by illness and medicines. Although desire and how sexuality is expressed may change as we grow older, one’s
capacity for intimacy and satisfaction can deepen with
age. It’s a time for partners to learn more about each
other and enjoy the perspective of age and experience.
Talking about end-of-life issues and wishes is
important and often avoided. It’s an act of love for
survivors to know the wants and needs of their partner (and to know their accounts and passwords), and
it can be liberating for couples to discuss death with
each other. Since wishes may change, it’s important
to periodically reevaluate wills, beneficiaries, health
care proxies, and power of attorney as well as accounts
and passwords. It’s actually important for people to
be specific about what they want and do not want in
certain situations. For example, people who do not
want heroic medical measures to save their life may
conversely want consideration of a feeding tube or
intubation as a temporary measure if that would enable them to ultimately achieve an acceptable quality
of life (Kind, 2010).

The Retirement Debate

Talking about if, when, and how to retire can be particularly difficult. If the couple is under age sixty-five
and ineligible for Medicare, the person with health
insurance may feel pressure to continue to work even
if he or she doesn’t want to. In dual-career couples,
often the woman entered the labor force later than
her partner and she may still be in her prime when her
spouse is ready to wind down his career.
It can work out well. One couple, Sue and Jim,
were in that situation. Jim felt ready to retire and Sue
felt she needed three more years in the workforce
before calling it quits. Jim retired, and after a short
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while realized he felt lonely and bored. He found a
part-time teaching position which worked wonderfully for him. Three years later, Sue retired. They took
the trip of their dreams and, upon returning, planned
some individual and joint activities and volunteer
projects.
Many women no longer want to just live their
husband’s retirement dream; they want their own
dream, which may not include having their husband
around 24/7. Some spouses don’t want their partner to
retire without a plan, fearing the spouse will become
depressed without a sense of purpose, and too dependent on them for a social life.
It’s crucial to clarify expectations with a partner or
significant other. It’s not unusual for people to have
differing expectations of how they want to spend their
time, and how much time they want to spend together
and apart. One partner may assume that once he or
she stops working, the couple will sell their home
and move to Florida. The spouse, on the other hand,
may dislike Florida, not want to leave their current
home, or prefer moving to a different location. Or he
may want his partner to retire and spend more time
with him, and his partner wants to continue working,
start an encore career, and/or pursue interests that he
doesn’t share.
Communication may be part of a power struggle
within the couple. It’s helpful if couples can shift from
an antagonistic position to open up a space for the
“we” of the relationship. In other words, sometimes
it’s his way and sometimes her way. It won’t necessarily balance out one to one, but there needs to be some
symmetry to avoid one or the other feeling frustrated,
angry, and/or manipulated.
Couples may wonder how to resolve their many
differences. Disagreeing does not necessarily reflect
that they have a bad relationship, but what it does
bring to the forefront is the need to talk with each
other. If they haven’t been talking, encourage them to
start now. The earlier the better, but it’s never too late
if they’ve been avoiding these crucial discussions.

Tips for Better Conversations

Talking with a spouse, partner, adult children, parents,
or friends can actually be freeing and create added intimacy, while sharing what’s most important. Here are
some helpful tips for having these important conversations (Taylor & Mintzer, 2014):
•

Set aside a time to talk without distractions (turn
off the TV, computer, phone, etc.) It’s also helpful
to set a time limit, especially if you’re not used to
talking together.

•

Use “I” statements, stating what’s important to
you. For example, “I’ve been thinking about suchand-such and I want to find time to talk about it.”

•

Avoid “you” statements that tend to be shaming
and blaming.

•

Practice “active listening” — don’t interrupt.
Avoid thinking about your response while the
other person is still talking. Before you respond,
repeat what you’ve just heard to be sure you didn’t
miss anything.

•

Don’t make assumptions. Ask questions, and particularly ask why the issue is so important to the
person speaking.

•

Appreciate what you hear, even if you don’t agree.
It’s actually helpful to agree to disagree.

•

If in a relationship, make a space for the “we” of
the relationship.

•

If you are disagreeing, rather than shutting down
and digging in your heels, stay open to possibility
and think of a win:win paradigm rather than win
vs. lose, whether the conversation is with a partner, adult child, friend, work colleague, etc.

•

Make a list of the areas that are most important
to you. Determine on a scale of one to ten how
important an issue is for you (rate the importance

of a given issue) and take turns sharing one issue
at a time. Instead of wasting time and energy on
things you cannot control, focus on what you can
control.
•

Make a list of the similarities and differences between your individual lists, talk through the pros
and cons of each, and start with an issue where
you have some agreement.

•

Brainstorm ways to work together to accomplish
your goal and put timelines on some of the ideas.

•

Determine one or two action steps to move you
toward that goal.

•

Continue this process for each issue and remember that problem solving is a way to share
responsibility.

Conclusion

The goal of this article is to help CSA readers understand some of the issues that couples are facing when
they are dealing with a retirement transition, and how
to strategize more effective communication for a better result. The concept of retirement is changing, and
people are living longer. There is no specific road map,
so people are charting their own path. Relationships
are dynamic systems: what one does or doesn’t do impacts the entire system. Whether a professional is
working with an individual or a couple, the work will
impact both. CSA professionals have the opportunity
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to work with individuals and couples to help them
learn how to have important conversations as they
navigate their retirement transition years. •CSA
Dorian “Dori” Mintzer, MSW, PH.D., BCC, and CSA
is a speaker, coach, therapist, writer, and teacher.
For over forty-five years she has been weaving adult
development, holistic life planning, and positive
psychology into programs that tap and shape clients’ energies into
roadmaps for wiser, more enhanced living. She’s host of the popular monthly interview series Revolutionize Your Retirement: Interview
with Experts, and co-author of the award-winning The Couples Retirement Puzzle: 10 Must-Have Conversations for Creating an Amazing
New Life Together. She’s a contributor to many other books, presenter
to professional and community groups, and is featured in a variety of
national and local media including TEDX She has offices in Boston
and Brookline, MA and works in person as well as via the phone and
Internet. http://www.revolutionizeretirement.com
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